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Background about me…
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National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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NASA
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6Small Spacecraft Technology Program
NASA’S DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION SYSTEM
The Orion spacecraft 
and Space Launch 
System rocket, launching 
from a modernized 
Kennedy spaceport is 
foundational to extending 
human presence deeper 
into the solar system. 
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EM-1 Secondary Payloads
INTERIM 
CRYOGENIC 
PROPULSION
STAGE
13 CUBESATS SELECTED 
TO FLY ON EM-1
• Lunar Flashlight
• Near Earth Asteroid Scout
• Bio Sentinel
• LunaH-MAP 
• CuSP
• Lunar IceCube
• LunIR
• EQUULEUS (JAXA)
• OMOTENASHI (JAXA)
• ArgoMoon (ESA)
• STMD Centennial Challenge 
Winners: CU-E3, CisLunar Explorers, 
& Team Miles
HEOMD/AES Deep Space SmallSats: SLS EM-1 Secondary Payloads
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Lunar IceCube
NEA Scout
BioSentinel
Lunar Flashlight
LunIR
AES SmallSat Missions selected to 
contribute to key Human Exploration 
Strategic Knowledge Gaps and to Advance 
Key Technologies
HEOMD/AES Deep Space SmallSats: Deep Space Station 17 (DSS-17)
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First OMSPA Demonstration 
with a CubeSat
Expands DSN capabilities by utilizing 
non-NASA assets to provide 
communication and navigation services 
to small spacecraft missions to the 
Moon and inner solar system.
Enabling interplanetary research with 
small spacecraft platforms 
Develops an operational capability to 
support EM-1 SmallSat missions
MSU – Mission Ops Center
First 5 Demodulated Frames from MarCO OMSPA 
Demonstration on May 6, 2018 from DSS-17, 
D. Abraham, Z. Towfic, S. Finley (JPL)
C. Conner, M. Stratton, R. Kroll (Morehead State)
LRO Demonstrations:
• Routinely Tracking LRO at S-band
• Intermediate Frequency (IF) Systems 
and DSN Downlink Equipment (DCD, 
DTT) Verified
• LRO Telemetry Blocks Sent Directly 
from DSS-17 to JPL DSOC over the 
NASA Mission Backbone- verifying 
DSS-17 Signal Path
MarCO Demonstrations:
• Downlink Using X-Band Feed and DSN Equipment
• Downlink Using X-Band Feed and MarCO Receiver System
• OMSPA Using X-Band Feed and Custom SDR-based 
Multiple Receiver System
ir t OMSPA Demonstration 
with a CubeSat
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Astrobee… Next Generation Free Flyer Robot
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Astrobee… Next Generation Free Flyer Robot
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Early 20192006 - 2019
CIMON
CIMON
Int-ball
Int-ball
Astrobee
Astrobee
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NASA EXPLORATION CAMPAIGN
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What it Takes to Come Home Safely
LOW EARTH RETURN
3 HOURS
3,000OF
17,500 MPH
250 MILES
LUNAR RETURN
3 DAYS
5,200OF
24,700 MPH
240,000 MILES
MARS RETURN
9 MONTHS
6,200OF
26,800 MPH
39,000,000 MILES
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